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等级考试系统，采用了当前流行的 ASP.NET 技术，数据库为 SQL Server 2005，






















By conducting informatization construction, improving the competitiveness of 
the Banks in the financial sector, it has become the consensus of the big Banks. As the 
continuous development and expanding, FuDian Bank has gradually exposes some 
problems, such as the heavy burden of the teller grade appraisal organization work, 
and the teller service levels cannot ascend, etc. Therefore, using the information 
technology, assisting them to realize the reform of bank tellers and personnel system, 
this becomes the urgent matter. The thesis is combined the actual situation of the bank, 
investigates the implementation scheme of the bank teller grade appraisal system, in 
order to solve the existing problems by the development of the system.  
The design and implementation of Bank tellers grade appraisal system is 
introduced in the thesis, firstly the research background and actuality of the subject is 
introduced, and then the involved development technology in the project is 
summarized, and on the basis of demand analysis, system architecture and database 
implementation scheme is discussed in detail, finally, based on the system summary 
design, system realization process of each function module are given and the system 
was tested, and gives the specific test cases and data. The thesis results mainly 
includes two aspects: (1) for bank tellers, on-line examination system was designed 
and implemented, including teller professional knowledge base management, the 
appraisal system in quad roll, online answer, automatic statistical scores, performance 
management and other functional modules; (2) A grade automatically evaluation 
subsystem is designed and implemented, by setting the weight of the achievement, 
rating data, and based on the teller examination result, the system can automatically 
realize the teller's rating, which makes the teller grade appraisal work paperless and 
automatic. The teller grade appraisal system is discussed in the thesis, using the 
current popular ASP.NET technology, SQL Server 2005 for the system database, the 















system is three layers architecture. 
The bank tellers grade appraisal system has develop system test, include 
functional test and performance test, which verifies the validity of the various 
functions. At present, the bank tellers’ grade appraisal system has been running in the 
bank of FuDian, through the practice; it proves that the use of the system has a 
significant effect for improving the efficiency of the assessment organization and 
teller work enthusiasm. 
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